SPEND YOUR VACATION DAYS

AT AN

Athlete's Summer Resort.

Located on a commodious island. The
buildings were erected at a cost of over
$80,000. The island, three miles across the
harbor, private owned. The purpose:
scientific physical culture, swimming and
correct breathing taught by experts. All
under my personal direction. While the resort does not take on the character of a
hotel, an abundance of rest is given in proper intervals. Indi-
cated for nervous or over-worked individuals for
improvement and strengthening the system.

Privacy is assured. Bog punching, scien-
tific physical culture, swimming and
correct breathing taught by experts. All
conducted in the open, under my personal
direction. While the resort does not take on the character of a
hotel, all necessities of rest is given in proper intervals. Suf-
ficient supply of fresh water to be had at all times.

While Havemeyer Point is not meant for chronic invalids
but for
persons who have allowed themselves to be run down by neglecting
to take proper care of themselves. One can stay all year
for longer or shorter periods, can be sent to the
City Gymnasium at 69 Clark St., Brooklyn.

E. Levy can be interviewed any Tuesday evening at 5.30
P.M.